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Felix walks the same way to work through Southampton every morning, and the same way home again
in the evenings. His life up to this point feels like one day repeated over and over; a speck of silt
caught in the city's muddied waters. Sometimes it is all he can do to sit and watch while the urban
sprawl races indifferently around him. But when the city stares back at him, one evening after work,
everything changes.
He doesn't see the statue's head move, but he feels its eyes on him, studying him from its lofty perch
in East Park. From then on he continues to glimpse it, or something like it, encroaching with every
visitation. With it come memories, spilling through the streets, crawling through the dark, haunting his
night-time flat, until he isn't quite sure what is real anymore and what is imagined, in this hard, grey
place where the gulls watch him sleep...
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